The Postdoctoral Society of Cambridge

Welcome Event
PdOC's aim is to
• represent postdocs
• facilitate communication
• provide information
• support and create a social and intellectual network

Recognised as a Senior University Society and as a Research Staff Association (RSA).

www.pdoc.cam.ac.uk
contact@pdoc.cam.ac.uk
Aspects of PdOC

- Representing the postdoc community
  - Pension
  - Diversity and Equality
  - Concordat Working Group
- Providing advice and information
  - New starters guide + NVS
  - College affiliations
  - University policies
What do PdOC do?

• Social events
  • Annual hiking trips
  • Restaurant and pub nights
  • Bowling events
  • Coffee hours

• Professional development
  • Seminars and postdoc talks
  • Research speed dating
  • Research showcase
PdOC Research Showcase
Get in touch, get involved!

Sign up!

Webpage: www.pdoc.cam.ac.uk
E-mail: contact@pdoc.cam.ac.uk
Facebook: Postdocs of Cambridge
Twitter: @CamPostdocs